AAA Headquarters in Saint-Genis-Pouilly, France are located in the “Technoparc Pays de Gex”, a few hundred meters from Switzerland and the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN).

**By plane:**
The closest airport is Geneva Cointrin Airport (Switzerland).

**By car:**
From the A40 Lyon-Genève-Mt Blanc exit “Bellegarde” and follow the directions "Gex" or “Pays de Gex”. Follow D1206 (heading Genève/Gex) and D984 to D884 in Collonges. After 17 km, take the exit toward TechnoParc.

From Geneva or Geneva airport: Get on Route de Meyrin and take Tunnel de Meyrin village (D984F). Entering France, at the roundabout, take the 2nd exit onto Route de Meyrin/D984F. At Porte de France, take the 3rd exit onto D884 heading to Lyon/Bourg-en-Bresse/Bellegarde sous V./Thoiry. Take the exit toward TechnoParc (Accès Nord).

**By train:**
The nearest railway stations are:
Geneva Cointrin airport (Switzerland - 9km)
Genève-Cornavin (Switzerland - 13km)
Bellegarde-sur-Valserine station (France - 28km)
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